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Marina Getaldića Primary School  is a small municipal school with 318 pupils.It operates  at two 

locations. 

Located within the City Walls,the  school building called Centar was once a palace owned by 

the respectable noble family Gučetić.It now hosts first to fourth grade students as it has done for 

the past 200 years.This three-storey-edifice made of stone actually bonds two adjacent 

streets:Gučetića Street and Miha Pracata Street. 

The interior is beautiful:a lovely foyer and its  elegant stone staircase  havebeen perfectly 

preserved  along with a well and numerous niches and arches.Spacious classrooms have high 

ceilings, adorned with an occasional  fresco. 

In the middle of the recently restored atrium  there is a small stone fountain and next to the 

building is an interesting archaeological site . 

Fifth to eighth grade students attend classes in the other building situated at Ploče in the 

immediate vicinity of the eastern gateway to the Old Town, overlooking the old Dubrovnik 

harbour as well as the City Walls.The same building is used by the old Dubrovnik Grammar 

School.  

The school got its current name in 1992 after Marin Getaldić who was born in Dubrovnik in 

1568.Getaldić  was a mathematician,physicist and astronomer   widely recognized in Europe at 

the time. 

Today, we are proud to be able to work in these beautiful premisestrying to live  up to the 

expectations of the everchanging society. 

We take part in many competitions in the field of science and sports,cherishing the legacy and 

traditions of our beautiful town. 

We wish to provide our students with high quality education in a perfectly safe environment 

where the staff,students and their parents, in their  respective ways,  will  contribute to creating 

a rewarding  working  climate where  all issues can be resolved in a responsible and friendly 

manner. 

Our main goal is to enable our students to acquire the knowledge and skills  much needed for 

their further education and  labour market competition by the European standards. 
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